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In this paper, we address a fundamental problem related to the induc-
tion of Boolean logic: Given a set of data, represented as a set of binary
‘‘true n-vectors’’ (or ‘‘positive examples’’) and a set of ‘‘false n-vectors’’
(or ‘‘negative examples’’), we establish a Boolean function (or an exten-
sion) f, so that f is true (resp., false) in every given true (resp., false) vec-
tor. We shall further require that such an extension belongs to a certain
specified class of functions, e.g., class of positive functions, class of Horn
functions, and so on. The class of functions represents our a priori
knowledge or hypothesis about the extension f, which may be obtained
from experience or from the analysis of mechanisms that may or may not
cause the phenomena under consideration.
The real-world data may contain errors, e.g., measurement and
classification errors might come in when obtaining data, or there may be
some other influential factors not represented as variables in the vectors.
In such situations, we have to give up the goal of establishing an exten-
sion that is perfectly consistent with the given data, and we are satisfied
with an extension f having the minimum number of misclassifications.
Both problems, i.e., the problem of finding an extension within a
specified class of Boolean functions and the problem of finding a mini-
mum error extension in that class, will be extensively studied in this
paper. For certain classes we shall provide polynomial algorithms, and for
other cases we prove their NP-hardness. ] 1998 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we address a fundamental problem related to the induction of
Boolean logic (e.g., [4, 12, 16, 24]); that is, given a set of data, represented as a
set of binary ‘‘true n-vectors’’ (or ‘‘positive examples’’) and a set of ‘‘false n-vectors’’
(or ‘‘negative examples’’), we establish a Boolean function (or an extension) f with
some specified properties, so that f is true (resp., false) in every given true (resp.,
false) vector.
For instance, data x represent the symptoms to diagnose a disease; e.g., x1
denotes whether temperature is high (x1=1) or not (x1=0), and x2 denotes
whether blood pressure is high (x2=1) or not (x2=0), etc. Establishing an exten-
sion f, which is consistent with the given data, amounts to finding a logical
diagnostic explanation of the given data. Therefore, this may be considered as a
form of knowledge acquisition or knowledge discovery from given examples.
In this process, some knowledge or hypothesis about the extension f usually may
be available beforehand. Such knowledge may be obtained from experience or from
the analysis of mechanisms that may or may not cause the phenomena under con-
sideration. In the above example of diagnosing diseases, it would be natural to
assume that we somehow know the direction of each variable that tends to cause
the disease to appear. By changing the polarities of variables if necessary, therefore,
the extension f (x) can be assumed to be positive (or monotone) in all variables. In
other words, we are asked to establish an extension f, which is a positive (or
monotone) Boolean function. In this application, not only the obtained function f
itself but also the fact that the given set of data actually has a positive extension
are important information to know, since the latter verifies that the assumption on
the directions of variables is in fact correct.
Restriction on the functional form of an extension may also arise in a different
context. For instance, applications in artificial intelligence often require the exten-
sion f to be a Horn function, because such a function can be characterized by a
DNF (disjunctive normal form) of Horn terms, and hence can be realized by Horn
rules. This suggests an important problem (called EXTENSION(C) in this paper);
that is, determining the existence or nonexistence of an extension f of the given
data, which is in a given class C of Boolean functions. In addition to classes of
positive functions and Horn functions, some other classes of functions, such as
k-DNF functions, h-term DNF functions, threshold functions, 2-monotonic positive
functions, dual-comparable functions, and decomposable functions, are discussed in
this paper.
In computational learning theory, problem EXTENSION(C) is called the con-
sistency problem for C, and has been studied to prove the hardness of learnability
[1, 23]. It is known [23] (resp., [1]) that, given a polynomially size-bounded and
polynomially reasonable class of functions C, if C is polynomially PAC-learnable
[26] (resp., polynomially exact learnable with equivalence queries alone [3]), then
EXTENSION(C) is in RP (resp., P). These are used to show that if EXTEN-
SION(C) is NP-hard, then C is not polynomially PAC-learnable (resp., polyno-
mially exact learnable with equivalence queries) unless RP=NP (resp., P=NP).
For example, it is known [23] that, for the class of (positive) read-once functions
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and for the class of (positive) h-term DNF functions, where h2, EXTENSION is
NP-hard. For some other classes such as neural networks, EXTENSION is known
to be NP-hard (e.g., [1, 14, 20, 23]). From the viewpoint of knowledge acquisition,
we consider in this paper problem EXTENSION(C) for various classes C, which
may not be polynomially size-bounded or polynomially reasonable.
Unfortunately, the real-world data might contain errors. As for the above exam-
ples, measurement or classification error might come in when getting data, or some
TABLE 1
Summary of Results
Function classes EXTENSION BEST-FIT
Transitive
General P P
Positive P P
Regular P P
Aligned P P
Q-transitive P P
g-transitive P P
Hereditary
(Positive) k-DNF NPC NPH
(Positive) k-DNF with fixed k P NPH
(Positive) h-term-DNF NPC [23] NPH
(Positive) h-term-DNF, h|T |&c, c constant P P
(Positive) h-term-DNF with fixed h2 NPC [23] NPH
(Positive) 1-term-DNF P NPH
(Positive) h-term-k-DNF NPC NPH
(Positive) h-term-k-DNF with fixed h1 NPC NPH
(Positive) h-term-k-DNF with fixed k1 NPC NPH
(Positive) h-term-k-DNF with fixed h, k P P
Dual-comparable
Self-dual P P
Dual-minor P P
Dual-major P P
Positive self-dual P NPH
Positive dual-minor P NPH
Positive dual-major P NPH
Decomposable
F0 (S0 , F1 (S1))-decomposable P [7] NPH
Positive F0 (S0 , F1 (S1))-decomposable P [7] NPH
Horn P NPH
Renamable Horn NPC NPH
Threshold P NPH
2-Monotonic positive NPC NPH
(Positive) read-once NPC [23] NPH
Unate NPC [12] NPH
Note. P, polynomial; NPC, NP-complete; NPH, NP-hard.
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other unknown factors not represented as variables in the vectors (e.g., some
unknown bacteria which cause the disease, in the above example of diagnosis) may
make the results inconsistent. To cope with such situations, we may have to give
up the goal of establishing an extension that is perfectly consistent with the given
data. If there is no such extension, the best we can expect is to establish an exten-
sion f, which has the minimum number of misclassifications. This problem will also
be extensively studied in this paper.
The problems as described above have been studied mainly in the field of artifi-
cial intelligence under the framework of knowledge acquisition, knowledge dis-
covery, or data-mining (e.g., [16, 24]), though relevant work can also be found in
such fields as learning theory [1, 4, 5, 26], game theory [25], reliability theory
[11], and so on. In addition to the above work for computational learning theory,
construction of extensions represented as decision trees (and decision diagrams) has
also been one of the major issues in this field (see [24] and related references). In
this branch of works, any Boolean function is usually allowed as an extension, and
emphasis is placed on heuristic algorithms that obtain the simplest decision trees
possible. The results are analyzed only empirically in most cases. However, the
target of this paper is different from these existing papers in that we exclusively con-
sider the case in which the class of functions to be used is restricted, and we focus
on classifying the problems by their complexity (i.e., whether solvable in polynomial
time or NP-hard). Of course, empirical study of algorithms for these problems is
very important, particularly when the problems are NP-hard, and we are pursuing
this direction in our current and future study.
A summary of the results in this paper is given in Table 1.
2. DEFINITIONS AND PROBLEMS
A Boolean function (or a function in short) is a mapping f : [0, 1]n [ [0, 1],
where x # [0, 1]n is called a Boolean vector (or a vector in short). If f (x)=1 (resp.,
0), then x is called a true (resp., false) vector of f. The set of all true vectors
(resp., false vectors) is denoted by T( f ) (resp., F( f )). For a vector v # [0, 1]n, let
ON(v)=[ j | vj=1, j=1, 2, ..., n] and let OFF(v)=[ j | vj=0, j=1, 2, ..., n]. For
two functions f and g on the same set of variables, we write f  g if f (x)=1 implies
g(x)=1 for all x # [0, 1]n, and we write f < g if f  g and f { g.
A function f is positive if x y (i.e., xi yi for all i # [1, 2, ..., n]) always implies
f (x) f ( y). A positive function is also called monotone. For a subset R
[1, 2, ..., n], let x | R denote the vector obtained from x by switching the values 0
and 1 of all xj , j # R. Then f is called unate if there is a subset R such that
x | R y | R always implies f (x) f ( y). The variables x1 , x2 , ..., xn and their com-
plements x 1 , x 2 , ..., x n are called literals. A term is a conjunction of literals such that
at most one of xi and x i appears for each variable. The constant 1 (viewed as the
conjunction of an empty set of literals) is also considered to be a term. A disjunctive
normal form (DNF) is a disjunction of terms. Clearly, a DNF defines a function,
and it is well known that every function can be represented by a DNF (however,
such a representation may not be unique). It is also well known that a Boolean
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function f is positive if and only if f can be represented by DNF, in which all the
literals of each term are uncomplemented. A function is called a k-DNF if it has a
DNF with at most k literals in each term, h-term DNF if it has a DNF with at
most h terms, and Horn if it has a DNF with at most one negative literal in each
term. Obviously a positive function is a special case of a Horn function.
The dual of a function f, denoted by f d, is defined as
f d(x)= f (x ),
where f and x denote the complements of f and x, respectively. As it is well known,
by applying the De Morgan identities a Boolean expression defining f d can be
obtained from an expression representing f by exchanging 6 (OR) and } (AND),
as well as the constants 0 and 1. It is easy to see that ( f 6 g)d= f dgd, and so on.
A function f is called dual-minor if f  f d, dual-major if f  f d, dual-comparable if
f  f d or f  f d, and self-dual if f d= f. It is known [5] that a function f is dual-
minor (resp., dual-major, self-dual) if and only if at most (resp., at least, exactly)
one of f (a)=1 and f (a )=1 holds for every a # [0, 1]n.
A partially defined Boolean function (pdBf) is defined by a pair of sets (T, F ) such
that T, F[0, 1]n, where T denotes a set of true vectors (or positive examples) and
F denotes a set of false vectors (or negative examples). A function f is called an
extension (or theory) of the pdBf (T, F ) if TT( f ) and FF( f ). We shall also say
in this case that the function f correctly classifies all the vectors a # T and b # F.
Evidently, the disjointness of the sets T and F is a necessary and sufficient condi-
tion for the existence of an extension, if one exists at all. It may not be evident,
however, to find out whether a given pdBf has a extension in C, where C denotes
a subclass of Boolean functions. Therefore, we first consider the problem of deciding
the existence of an extension f of a given pdBf (T, F) in the specified class C.
Problem EXTENSION(C)
Input: a pdBf (T, F ), where T, F[0, 1]n.
Question: Is there an extension f # C of (T, F )?
Let us add that, in case the answer is YES in the above problem, we expect to
be able to output a Boolean function f # C for which f (a)=1 for all a # T and
f (b)=0 for all b # F, as a justification. If EXTENSION(C) is solvable in polyno-
mial time, such a function should also be output in polynomial time in the size of
(T, F ), so that, for any input vector x # [0, 1]n, one can compute its value f (x) in
polynomial time. In many cases we shall be able to provide direct algebraic defini-
tions, such as ‘‘short’’ DNFs, and in many other cases we provide polynomial
oracles that define the extensions f.
Example 1. Let us consider the following pdBf (T, F ) as an example:
T=[a(1)=(11100), a(2)=(10001), a(3)=(01011), a(4)=(00111), a(5)=(10010)],
F=[b(1)=(10101), b(2)=(10110), b(3)=(01110), b(4)=(01001)].
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It is easy to see that the function f with DNF
.f=x1x2 6x1 x 3 6 x4x5
is an extension of (T, F ). Since this .f is unate and Horn, we can say that (T, F )
has an extension in the class of unate functions and in the class of Horn functions,
respectively. However, as we shall see in Section 3, there is no extension of this
(T, F ) in the class of positive functions.
Let us turn now to the case when the answer to the above question of EXTEN-
SION(C) is NO. In this case, we would like to find a function f # C, which makes
the smallest number of classification errors for the vectors in T _ F.
Let us assume that, for a given pdBf (T, F ), there are positive weights w(a)
specified for all vectors a # T _ F, and denote w(S)=x # S w(x) for a subset
ST _ F. Furthermore, let us define the error size of a function f by
=( f )=w(T & F( f ))+w(F & T( f )). (1)
Using this measure of error, we shall consider the following problem:
Problem BEST-FIT(C)
Input: a pdBf (T, F ), where T, F[0, 1]n, and a positive weight function
w: F _ F [ R+.
Output: Subset T* and F* such that T* & F*=< and T* _ F*=T _ F, for which
the pdBf (T*, F*) has an extension in C, and w(T* & F )+w(F* & T) is minimum.
For the pdBf (T, F ) of Example 1, let us assume w(a(i))=w(b ( j))=1 for all i
and j. One can see that the positive function f defined by
.$f=x1x2x3 6 x4 x5 (2)
makes two errors, as it classifies a(2) and a(5) as false vectors. We shall show after
Theorem 2 in Section 3 that the pdBf of this example has no positive extension and
the DNF .$f above provides a best-fit extension in the class of positive functions.
Let us remark that, by the definition of T* and F*, any extension f # C of the
pdBf (T*, F*) satisfies
=( f )=w(T* & F )+w(F* & T )(=min
f $ # C
=( f $)). (3)
In other words, a pair of sets T* and F* attaining the minimality in the above
BEST-FIT problem could equivalently be defined as T*=(T _ F) & T( f ) and
F*=(T _ F ) & F( f ) for any function f # C having the minimum error size.
It is obvious that vectors a # T _ F for which w(a)=0 could not play any role in
a BEST-FIT problem; hence the requirement of positivity of the weights is not a
restriction of the generality. In all cases of this paper, when we can prove the poly-
nomiality of BEST-FIT, the proofs are given for arbitrary positive weights, and
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when we can prove the NP-hardness, however, we shall assume w(a)=1 for all vec-
tors a # T _ F, in which case (1) reduces to a simple cardinality measure.
Clearly, problem EXTENSION is a special case of problem BEST-FIT, since
EXTENSION has a solution if and only if BEST-FIT has a solution f with
=( f )=0. This means that if BEST-FIT(C) is solvable in polynomial time (i.e.,
polynomial in n, |T | and |F | ), for some class C, then EXTENSION(C) is also
polynomially solvable; conversely if EXTENSION(C) is NP-hard, then so is
BEST-FIT(C).
3. TRANSITIVE CLASSES
Let p be a transitive relation (or a quasi-order) on [0, 1]n; i.e., xpx holds for
any x # [0, 1]n, and xpy and ypz implies xpz for any x, y, z # [0, 1]n. The
transitive class of function with respect to p is then defined by
Cp=[ f | f (x) f ( y), whenever xp y].
In the following, we assume that a query asking whether xp y or not for given x
and y can be answered in polynomial time in n.
Example 2. The following classes of functions are all transitive.
(1) C= : class of all Boolean functions.
(2) C : class of positive functions (C will also be denoted by C
+).
(3) C< : class of regular functions [22] (see also Section 5 of this paper) with
respect to the order (1, 2, ..., n), where x<y holds if jk xjjk yj for all
k # [0, 1, ..., n].
(4) CV : class of aligned functions [6] with respect to the order (1, 2, ..., n),
where x V y holds if xi< yi for some i implies ji xjjn yj .
(5) CQ : class of Q-transitive functions, where given a real m_n matrix
Q, xQ y holds if QxQy. For example, we have CI=C and CP=C< , where
I is n_n unit matrix and P is n_n matrix whose components Pij are 1 for i j;
otherwise 0.
(6) Cg : class of g-transitive functions, where given a function g: [0, 1]
n [ R,
xg y holds if g(x) g( y). For example, g(x)=nj=1 xj , then Cg denotes a class
of positive symmetric functions, where a function f is called symmetric if f (x)= f ( y)
for any x, y # [0, 1] with nj=1 xj=
n
j=1 yj .
We shall show next that the two problems EXTENSION(Cp) and BEST-
FIT(Cp) can be solved in polynomial time for any transitive relation p. Although
EXTENSION is a special case of BEST-FIT, we give both proofs, since the former
can be solved more efficiently.
Theorem 1. Given a transitive relation p on [0, 1]n, EXTENSION(Cp) can be
solved in polynomial time.
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Proof. First, we show that a given pdBf (T, F ) has an extension in Cp if and
only if there is no pair of vectors a # T and b # F such that bpa. For this, let us
define a function f by
f (x)={1,0,
if xpa for some a # T
otherwise.
Clearly, f belongs to Cp , and it is an extension of (T, F ) if there is no pair of
vectors a # T and b # F such that bpa. Conversely, if there is a pair of vectors
a # T and b # F such that bpa, then no function f in Cp can satisfy f (a)=1 and
f (b)=0. Therefore, there is no extension of (T, F ) in class Cp .
Finally, the condition that no a # T and b # F satisfies bpa can be checked in
O( |T | |F | poly(n)) time by using |T | |F | queries to p, where poly(n) denotes the
time needed to answer a query of the form ‘‘is bpa?’’ for a given pair a and b of
vectors. K
Problem BEST-FIT(C+) was shown polynomially solvable by a network flow
based algorithm in [8]. Here we extend this result for an arbitrary transitive class
and shown that it can be solved by an algorithm to compute a minimum vertex
cover in a bipartite graph.
Theorem 2. Given a transitive relation p on [0, 1]n, BEST-FIT(Cp) can be
solved in polynomial time.
Proof. To a given pdBf (T, F ), let us associate a bipartite graph G=(T _ F, E),
defined by vertex set T _ F and edge set E=[(a, b) | bpa, a # T and b # F].
Clearly, the graph G can be constructed in polynomial time by using |T | |F | queries
to p. Let CT _ F denote a minimum weight vertex cover of G; i.e., either a # C
or b # C (or both) holds for every edge (a, b) # E, and w(C)=a # C w(a) is mini-
mum. Such a subset C can be found in O(( |T |+|F | )3) time since G is a bipartite
graph [18, 19].
If C is a minimum weight vertex cover C of G, then we have the following:
(i) =( f )w(C) for every f # Cp , since the set of vertices [a # T | f (a)=0] _
[b # F | f (b)=1] must cover all edges. (Otherwise, there exist a # T and b # F with
bpa, which is a contradiction to f # Cp .)
(ii) Let T*=(T"C) _ (C & F ) and let f * be defined by
f *(x)={1,0,
if xpa for some a # T*
otherwise.
Then f * belongs to Cp and =( f *)=w(C).
Thus, (i) implies that the function f * is a solution to BEST-FIT(Cp). K
At this point, let us consider again the extension of pdBf (T, F ) of Example 1 in
the class of positive functions C+. Since a(2)b(1) and a(5)b(2) hold for
a(2), a(5) # T and b(1), b (2) # F, there is no extension in C+ by Theorem 1. Then we
construct the bipartite graph G in the proof of Theorem 2. Obviously G has two
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edges (a(2), b(1)) and (a(5), b(2)), and C=[a(2), a(5)] is a minimum weight vertex
cover. Therefore the function f with DNF expression .$f of (2) in Section 2, which
makes two errors, is a best-fit extension in C+.
Unfortunately, the above nice results cannot be extended to the class CUNATE of
unate functions (note that unate functions are not transitive), since EXTENSION
(CUNATE) is known to be NP-complete [12].
4. HEREDITARY CLASSES
A family S of DNF expressions is called hereditary if i # I ti (x) # S implies
i # I$ ti (x) # S for all I$I, where ti (x) for i # I denote terms. It is easy to observe
that families of k-DNFs, h-term DNFs, and Horn DNFs are all hereditary. For a
family S of DNF expressions, let us define the corresponding class CS of functions
by CS =[ f | f has a DNF expression in S]. A class CS of functions is then called
hereditary if S is hereditary.
Lemma 1. Let CS be a hereditary class, and let us assume that a DNF
.(x)=i # I ti (x) # S minimizes the error size =(.) for a given pdBf (T, F ), with
respect to the weight function w: T _ F [ R+ . Furthermore, let us assume that the
DNF expression . is minimal (with respect to the set I ); i.e., =(i # I$ ti (x))>=(.(x))
for all I$/I. Then, for every i # I the following inequality holds:
:
a # T: ti (a)=1 and tj (a)=0 for all j{i
w(a)> :
b # F: ti (b)=1 and tj (b)=0 for all j{i
w(b).
Proof. If there exists an index i # I for which the above inequality does not
hold, then =(j # I"[i] tj (x))=(.(x)), which is in contradiction with the minimality
of .. K
In the following sections we shall consider different hereditary families separately.
4.1. k-DNF Functions
A DNF
.(x)= 
m
i=1
‘
j # Pi
xj ‘
j # Ni
x j
is called a k-DNF, if |Ni _ Pi |k for i=1, ..., m, where >j # Pi xj >j # Ni x j gives
each term. It is a positive k-DNF if, in addition, Ni=< for i=1, ..., m. Let Ck-DNF
and C+k-DNF , respectively, denote the corresponding classes of Boolean functions.
Theorem 3. For a fixed k, EXTENSION(Ck-DNF) and EXTENSION(C+k-DNF)
can be solved in polynomial time.
Proof. First, we consider Ck-DNF. For each a # T, let us find a term ta(x) with
at most k literals such that ta(a)=1 and ta(b)=0 for all b # F. For example,
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such a term can be found (if one exists) by testing all terms with at most k
literals in
O \n |F | :
k
j=0 \
2n
j ++=O(nk+1 |F | )
time. If such a term ta(x) exists for every a # T, then the disjunction a # T ta(x)
provides a k-DNF, which is an extension of (T, F ); otherwise (T, F ) has no exten-
sion in Ck-DNF . Therefore, EXTENSION(Ck-DNF) can be solved in O(nk+1 |T | |F | )
time.
The case of C+k-DNF is similar, except that we check only for positive terms ta(x)
with at most k literals. K
Theorem 4. Let c be a fixed positive constant, and let us assume now that k is
a part of the input. Then EXTENSION(C+k-DNF) can be solved in polynomial time if
every a # T _ F satisfies |ON(a)|k+c.
Proof. Let .(x)=a # T ta(x), where ta(x)=>j # ON(a) xj . Clearly, (T, F ) has an
extension in C+ if and only if this .(x) is its extension. To see if (T, F ) has
an extension in C+k-DNF , we have to find a subterm t$a(x) of each term ta(x) (i.e.,
t$a(x)=>j # L xj for some LON(a)), satisfying t$a(b)=0 for all b # F, and
|L|=min[k, |ON(a)|]. If such t$a(x) exists for every a # T, then their disjunction
provides an extension of (T, F ) belonging to C+k-DNF; otherwise (T, F ) has no
extension in C+k-DNF . Since there are at most (
|ON(a)|
c )(k+c)
c possible subsets
LON(a) with |L|=min[k, |ON(a)|], the entire task can be executed in
O(n(k+c)c |T | |F | ) time. K
In general, however, we have the following negative result.
Theorem 5. Assume that k is a part of input. Then EXTENSION(Ck-DNF) and
EXTENSION(C+k-DNF) are NP-complete.
Proof. Let us consider an arbitrary graph G=(V, E), where V=[1, 2, ..., n].
We shall associate a pdBf (T, F ) to G by defining
T=[e=(11...1)] and
F=[xB | V"B # E],
where xB denotes the characteristic vector of the set BV (i.e., xBj =1 if j # B and
xBj =0 if j  B), and V"B # E denotes the V"B=[i, j] holds for some edge (i, j) # E.
We claim that (T, F ) has a (positive) k-DNF extension if and only if G has a
vertex cover of size at most k. This will prove the theorem, since the problem of
deciding the existence of such a vertex cover is known to be NP-complete [15].
Let us assume first that .*(x)=i # I ti (x) is a k-DNF extension of (T, F ) with
a minimal I. Then none of the terms ti (x) for i # I have negative literals, since
otherwise ti (e)=0 holds for the only e # T, leading to a contradiction by Lemma 1.
Thus, |I |=1 follows from the minimality of .*, since otherwise, the positivity of
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ti (x) and |T |=1 would imply =(i # I"[r] ti (x))=(.*) for any r # I. Therefore, let
.*(x)=t1(x)=>j # L xj . Since |L|k by assumption and t1(b)=0 for all b # F, it
implies that L is a vertex cover of size at most k.
Conversely, let us assume that the graph G has a vertex cover L of size at most
k. Then the one-term DNF .*(x)=>j # L xj provides a positive k-DNF extension
of (T, F ). K
Let us now turn to problem BEST-FIT.
Theorem 6. Assume that k is a part of the input. Then BEST-FIT(C+k-DNF) can
be solved in polynomial time for pdBfs (T, F ), for which |ON(a)|k holds for all
a # T _ F.
Proof. The class C+ is transitive, and hence BEST-FIT(C+) can be solved in
O(n |T | |F |+|T | |F | ( |T |+|F | )) time by Theorem 2, where O(n |T | |F | ) time is
needed to answer |T | |F | queries to , and O( |T | |F | ( |T |+|F | )) time is used to
solve the weighted vertex cover problem in the associated bipartite graph. Let T*
be as in the proof of Theorem 2; i.e., T*=[a # T _ F | f (a)=1] for the best-fit
extension f. Then the DNF expression .(x)=a # T* ta(x) with ta(x)=>j # ON(a) xj
is also a solution of BEST-FIT(C+). This expression . is a k-DNF by the assump-
tion that |ON(a)|k, and hence . # C+k-DNF. Since this . minimize =(.) in C
+, it
does the same in C+k-DNF C
+, too. K
Theorem 7. For a fixed k1, BEST-FIT(Ck-DNF) and BEST-FIT(C+k-DNF) are
NP-hard, even if |ON(a)|k+1 holds for every a # T _ F of a given pdBf (T, F ).
Proof. Let G=(V, E) be a graph, where V=[1, 2, ..., n], and let us define
T, F[0, 1]n+k&1 as
T=[xA | |A|=k+1, A & V # E] and
F=[xB | |B|=k, |B & V |2],
where xA is the characteristic vector of set A, and A & V # E means that
A & V=[i, j] for some edge (i, j) # E. Assume furthermore w(a)=1 for all vectors
a # T _ F. Obviously, |T |=|E|, |F |=n+(k&1)( n2), and |ON(a)|k+1 for all
a # T _ F.
We claim that
min
. # Ck-DNF
=(.)= min
. # C+k-DNF
=(.)={(G) (4)
for (T, F ), where {(G) denotes the cardinality of a minimum vertex cover of the
graph G. This will complete the proof because finding {(G) is known to be NP-hard
[15].
To prove the claim, we show first that
min
. # Ck-DNF
=(.) min
. # C+k-DNF
=(.){(G). (5)
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The first inequality follows from Ck-DNF $C+k-DNF. For the second one, let us
associate a DNF .C to any subset CV by defining
.C(x)= 
i # C
xi xn+1 xn+2 } } } xn+k&1,
and let us consider .C* , where C*V is a minimum vertex cover of G. The DNF
.C* misclassifies only the vectors xB # F for which |B & V |=1, B & VC*; i.e.,
=(.C*)=|C*|={(G).
Next, we show that
min
. # Ck-DNF
=(.){(G), (6)
which together with (5) will imply (4). For this end, let W=[n+1,
n+2, ..., n+k&1], and let
.(x)=
i # I
ti (x),
be an error minimizing k-DNF with a minimal I, where ti (x)=>j # Pi xj >j # Ni x j ,
Pi & Ni=< and |Pi _ Ni |k for all i # I. If there exist more than one such DNF,
we choose the one with the largest i # I |Pi & W |. Then such . satisfies the follow-
ing properties:
(a) =(.)=(.C*)={(G)<n&1 (we assume G{Kn).
(b) =(i # I$ ti (x))>=(.) for every I$/I (by the minimality of . with respect
to I ).
(c) =(i # I "[r] ti (x) 6 >j # P$r xj >j # N$r x j)>=(.) for every r # I and P$r with
P$r & W#Pr & W.
We shall show in the next four steps that .#.C for some CV.
(i) Ni & W=<, |Ni & V |n&2, and |Pi & V |2 for all i # I. Otherwise
ti (a)=0 for all a # T, and thus, by Lemma 1, . could not be a minimal k-DNF.
(ii) |Pi & V |1 for all i # I. Otherwise ti (xB)=1 holds for all xB # F such
that B & B$Pi and B & V & Ni=<, implying
=(ti (x))(n&|Ni | ) (for those B with |B & V |=1)
+\n&|Ni |2 +\
k&1&|Pi |
1 + (for those B with |B & V |=2)
n&|Ni |+(k&1)&|Pi |n&1,
which is a contradiction of (a).
(iii) Ni=< and |Pi |=k for all i # I (recall that |Ni |+|Pi |k). Otherwise,
let |P$i |=k such that P$i #Pi , P$i & V=Pi & V and N$i=<, and let t$i (x)=>j # P$i xj .
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Then t$i (a)ti (a) for all a # T, and t$i (b)ti (b) for all b # F since |P$i |=k and
|B|=k for all xB # F implies that at most one b # F satisfies t$i (b)=1, which then
implies ti (b)=1 by the construction of t$i . Thus replacing ti by t$i would yield an
equally good k-DNF with more positive literals from W.
(iv) |Pi & V |=1 for all i # I. Otherwise, |Pi & V |=2 for some i # I by (i), and
thus the corresponding term ti (x) can correctly classify at most one true vector
xA # T with A=(Pi & V) _ W and misclassifies exactly one false vector xPi # F.
In this case however, no other term misclassifies xPi by (iii). Thus ti (x) could be
dropped from . by Lemma 1, in contradiction with the minimality of I for ..
It follows from (i)(iv) that .=.C for C=[k | [k]=Pi & V, i # I]V. Thus,
denoting by E(V"C) the set of edges (i, j) for which i, j # V"C, we have
=(.)=|C|+|E(V"C)|{(G),
which implies (6). K
4.2. h-Term DNF Functions
A DNF
.(x)= 
m
i=1
‘
j # Pi
xj ‘
j # Ni
x j
is called an h-term DNF, if mh. It is a positive h-term DNF if, in addition,
Ni=< for i=1, ..., m. Let Ch-term and C+h-term , respectively, denote the corre-
sponding classes of Boolean functions.
Theorem 8. The problems EXTENSION(C1-term) and EXTENSION(C+1-term)
can be solved in polynomial time.
Proof. The problems EXTENSION(C1-term) and EXTENSION(C+1-term) are dual
to EXTENSION(C1-DNF) and EXTENSION(C
+
1-DNF), respectively. In other words,
defining T d=[b | b # F] and F d=[a | a # T], the pdBf (T, F ) has an extension in
C1-term (resp., C
+
1-term) if and only if (T
d, F d) has an extension in C1-DNF (resp.,
C+1-DNF). By Theorem 3, the latter can be solved in polynomial time. K
A similar duality argument can also be applied to problem BEST-FIT.
Theorem 9. The problems BEST-FIT(C1-term) and BEST-FIT(C+1-term) are
NP-hard.
Proof. The problems BEST-FIT(C1-term) and BEST-FIT(C+1-term) are dual to
BEST-FIT(C1-DNF) and BEST-FIT(C
+
1-DNF), respectively. Therefore, the construc-
tion in the proof of Theorem 7 can be used to prove this statement. K
Unfortunately, these results cannot be extended to larger values of h, since an
h-term DNF is no longer dual to an h-DNF, if h2. The following theorem was
first proved in [23] to show that the classes are not PAC-learnable.
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Theorem 10 [23]. For a fixed h2, both of the problems EXTENSION(Ch-term)
and EXTENSION(C+h-term) are NP-complete.
In the remainder of this subsection, we describe a theorem (without proof),
which shows that, for some special cases, problems BEST-FIT(Ch-term) and BEST-
FIT(C+h-term) can be solved in polynomial time. Its proof is found in [9].
Theorem 11. If h|T |&c for a given pdBf (T, F ) and c is fixed, then BEST-
FIT(Ch-term) and BEST-FIT(C+h-term) can be solved in polynomial time.
4.3. h-Term k-DNF Functions
A DNF
.(x)= 
m
i=1
‘
j # Pi
xj ‘
j # Ni
x j
is an h-term k-DNF if mh and |Pi _ Ni |k for all terms i=1, ..., m. If, in addi-
tion, Ni=< for i=1, ..., m, then . is called a positive h-term k-DNF. Let Ch, k-DNF
and C+h, k-DNF denote the corresponding classes, respectively.
Theorem 12. The problems BEST-FIT(Ch, k-DNF) and BEST-FIT(C+h, k-DNF) can
be solved in polynomial time if both h and k are fixed constants.
Proof. Let M be the number of terms with at most k literals, i.e., M=
kj=0 (
2n
j )=O(n
k). Then there are hm=0 (
M
m )=O(n
kh) h-term k-DNF expressions.
Therefore, we can find an error minimizing function in O(nkh+1( |T |+|F | )) time,
simply by checking all the h-term k-DNFs. K
Theorem 13. The problems EXTENSION(Ch, k-term) and EXTENSION(C+h, k-term)
are both NP-complete if k is part of the input, even if h(>0) is a fixed constant.
Proof. Consider the same instance (T, F ) as in the proof of Theorem 5,
associated to a graph G. It was shown there that (T, F ) has a (positive) 1-term
k-DNF extension if and only if G has a vertex cover whose size is at most k. K
Theorem 14. If h is a part of input, the problems EXTENSION(Ch, k-DNF) and
EXTENSION(C+h, k-DNF) are NP-complete, even if k(>0) is constant.
Proof. Let G=(V, E) be a graph, where V=[1, 2, ..., n], and let W=
[n+1, ..., n+k-1]. Let us associate the sets T, F[0, 1]n+k-1 to the graph G by
defining
T=[xA | |A|=k+1, A & V # E]
F=[xB | |B|=k, B & V # E] _ [xW].
We shall show that this pdBf (T, F ) has a (positive) h-term k-DNF extension if and
only if {(G)h, which will prove the theorem.
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Let us assume first that {(G)h and consider a minimum vertex cover CV of
G. Let
.C(x)= 
i # C
xixn+1 xn+2 } } } xn+k-1 .
Then, it is easy to see that .C is a {(G)-term k-DNF extension of (T, F ).
For the converse direction, let .*(x)=i # I ti (x) be an h-term k-DNF extension
of (T, F ) (i.e., |I |  h), where ti (x)=> j # Pi xj >j # Ni x j , Pi & Ni = < and
|Pi _ Ni |k for all i # I. It is assumed without loss of generality that set I is mini-
mal with the stated property. We shall prove that .*#.C holds for some vertex
cover CV of G.
For every term i # I we must have Ni & W=< and |Pi & V |2, since otherwise
ti (a)=0 for all a # T, and thus by Lemma 1 .* could not be minimal with respect
to I. We also must have |Pi & V |1 for every i # I, since otherwise xW # F would
be misclassified by ti (x). Finally we claim that Pi & W=W must hold for all i # I.
To see this, let us consider a true vector xA # T for which ti (xA)=1. First,
Ni & A=< must hold. Furthermore, if W"Pi {<, say s # W"Pi , then for the set
B=(A & V) _ (W"[s]) we have |B|=k and B & V # E, thus xB # F and ti (xB)=1,
contradicting the fact that .* is an extension of (T, F ). Since ti (x) has at most k
literals, this implies that Ni=<, |Pi |=k, and |Pi & V |=1 hold for all i. Then the
set C=i # I (Pi & V) is a vertex cover of G, since .*(a)=1 for all a # T. For this
set C, .*(x)=.C(x) follows. K
4.4. Horn and Renamable Horn Functions
A DNF
.(x)= 
m
k=1
‘
j # Pk
xj ‘
j # Nk
x j
is called Horn if |Nk |1 for all terms k=1, ..., m. Let us denote by CHORN the class
of Horn functions.
The problem EXTENSION(CHORN) is known to be polynomially solvable [17].
However, for completeness, we include here a short proof.
Theorem 15. The problem EXTENSION(CHORN) can be solved in polynomial
time.
Proof. A function f is Horn if and only if its set of false vectors F( f ) is closed
under intersection (see e.g. [13, 16, 21]), where intersection denotes the com-
ponentwise AND operation ; e.g., (010111) 7 (100101)=(000101). Therefore, a
pdBf (T, F ) has an extension in CHORN if and only if
\ b # F s.t. ba b+{a (7)
holds for every a # T. This can be checked in O(n |T | |F | ) time.
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In fact, if (7) holds, then for each a # T, there exists an index ja such that aja=0
and bja=1 for all b # F with ba. Thus, for the Horn term
ta(x)=\ ‘i # ON(a) xi+ x ja ,
we have ta(a)=1 and ta(b)=0 for all b # F. Hence, the Horn DNF
.(x)= 
a # T
ta(x)
provides a Horn extension of (T, F ). K
In case there is no Horn extension, finding the best-fit Horn function is substan-
tially more difficult.
Theorem 16. The problem BEST-FIT(CHORN) is NP-hard.
Proof. Let G=(V, E) be a graph, where V=[1, 2, ..., n]. Let us define
bi=xV"[i] for i # V and a(i, j )=xV"[i, j] for (i, j ) # E, and then define a pdBf (T, F )
by
T=[a(i, j ) | (i, j ) # E] and
F=[bi | i # V].
Let us further define w(a)=1 for all vectors a # T _ F. We claim for this pdBf (T, F )
that
min
. # CHORN
=(.)={(G) (8)
holds, where {(G) denotes the size of a minimum vertex cover of G.
Let us observe first that for every edge (i, j ) # E we have
bi 7 b j=a (i, j )
implying that any Horn function must misclassify at least one of the vectors bi, b j
or a(i, j ), according to the characterization used in the proof of Theorem 15. Let us
then consider a Horn function h, and let U=[(i, j ) # E | h(a(i, j ))=0] and
W=[i # V | h(bi)=1] denote the sets of misclassified true and false vectors, respec-
tively. According to the above remark, for every edge (i, j ) # E of G we must have
either (i, j ) # U or [i, j] & W{<, and hence |U|+|W |{(G), implying =(h)=
|U|+|W |{(G). Thus
min
h # CHORN
=(h){(G).
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For the converse direction, let CV be a minimum vertex cover of G, and let
F*=[bi | i # V"C].
Then the pdBf (T, F $) has a Horn extension h* since b # F $ s.t. ba b{a holds for
every a # T. Thus the error size of h* for the pdBf (T, F ) is
=(h*)=|C|={(G). K
Let us now generalize the Horn class. A DNF
.(x)= 
m
k=1
‘
j # Pk
xj ‘
j # Nk
x j
is called a renamable Horn (or sometimes disguised Horn) DNF if there exists a sub-
set R of the indices of the variables, such that |(Pk & R) _ (Nk "R)|1 for all terms
k=1, ..., m. In other words, switching the variables xj by their complements x j for
j # R transforms . into a Horn DNF. Let us denote by Cr-HORN the class of
renamable Horn functions. Given a pdBf (T, F), let us denote by (T | R, F | R) the
pdBf obtained from (T, F ) by switching the values 0 and 1 in all components j # R.
A pdBf (T, F ) clearly has an extension in Cr-HORN if and only if there is a subset
R such that (T | R, F | R) has an extension in CHORN.
Theorem 17. The problem EXTENSION(Cr-HORN) is NP-complete.
Proof. Given a subset R for a pdBf (T, F ), by Theorem 15, one can check in
polynomial time the existence of a Horn extension of the pdBf (T | R, F | R). Thus,
EXTENSION(Cr-HORN) is in NP.
To show its NP-hardness, let us consider a 3-uniform hypergraph H=(V, E);
i.e., V=[1, 2, ..., n] and E is a collection of 3 element subsets. A 2-coloring of H
is a partition (C1 , C2) of V (i.e., C1 _ C2=V, C1 & C2=<), for which Ci & H{<
holds for all H # E and for i=1, 2. It is known (e.g., [15]) that deciding the exist-
ence of a 2-coloring of a 3-uniform hypergraph is NP-complete.
Let us assume that H has the property that
C1 3 H and C2 3 H, for all H # E, (9)
hold for all 2-colorings (C1 , C2). Obviously, if a hypergraph H does not satisfy this
property, then there must exist a subset S/H* for some edge H* # E, such that
S & H{< for all H # E; i.e., C1=S and C2=V"S given a 2-coloring. Since testing
the existence of such a subset S can be done in polynomial time, property (9) does
not change the complexity of finding a 2-coloring, in general.
Let us now associate a pdBf (T, F ) to H as follows, where T, F[0, 1]2n. Let
T=[(0, 0), (1, 0), (0, 1), (1, 1)],
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where 0 and 1 are n-dimensional vectors consisting of all 0 and all 1 components.
Let F be defined as
F=
(xH, 0),
H # E ,
(0, xH),
(xV"H, 0),
(0, xV"H),
(1, xH),
(xH, 1),
(xV"H, 1),
(1, xV"H)
where xA is the n-dimensional characteristic vector of a set A. Thus |T |=4 and
|F |=8 |E|. We claim that (T, F ) has a renamable Horn extension if and only if H
is 2-colorable.
For subsets S1 and S2 of V, and for binary vectors a # T _ F, let a | (S1 , S2)
denote the vector obtained from a by switching the values 0 and 1 in components
j # S1 and n+ j with j # S2 , and let T | (S1 , S2) and F |(S1 , S2) denote the sets
obtained from T and F, respectively, by applying the above switching.
Let us assume first that H is 2-colorable, and let (C1 , C2) be a 2-coloring of V.
Then it is easy to verify that the pdBf (T | (C1 , C2), F | (C1 , C2)) has a positive
extension, since there is no false vector b | (C1 , C2) # F | (C1 , C2) and true vector
a | (C1 , C2) # T | (C1 , C2) for which b | (C1 , C2)a | (C1 , C2) holds. Thus, (T, F )
has a unate extension, which is also a renamable Horn extension.
To see the converse direction, we shall show that if H is not 2-colorable, then
(T, F ) has no renamable Horn extension. For this, let us consider an arbitrary
switching of subsets S1 and S2 ; i.e., all components with indices j # S1 and j+n for
j # S2 are switched in all vectors a # T _ F. Since H is not 2-colorable, neither S1
nor S2 can define a 2-coloring of H, and hence one of the following four cases must
occur:
(i) There exist H1 and H2 in E such that H1 S1 and H2 S2 .
(ii) There exist H1 and H2 in E such that H1 S1 and H2 V"S2 .
(iii) There exist H1 and H2 in E such that H1 V"S1 and H2 S2 .
(iv) There exist H1 and H2 in E such that H1 V"S1 and H2 V"S2 .
We shall shown, in each of these cases, that some a # T and b, c # F satisfy
a | (S1 , S2)=b | (S1 , S2) 7 c | (S1 , S2),
proving by Theorem 15 that the pdBf (T | (S1 , S2), F | (S1 , S2)) has no Horn exten-
sion. Consequently, the pdBf (T, F ) has no renamable Horn extension, and this
proves our claim.
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Case (i). In this case, take and a=(1, 1) # T, i.e., a | (S1 , S2)=(xV"S1, xV"S2)
and take b=(xV"H1, 1) and c=(1, xV"H2) from F, i.e., b | (S1 , S2)=
(xV"(S1 2H1), xV"S2) and c | (S1 , S2)=(xV"S1, xV"(S2 2H2)), where X 2Y denotes the
symmetric difference of set X and Y. Since H1 S1 and H2 S2 by (i), we have
S1 $S1 2H1 and S2 $S2 2H2 , and hence
a | (S1 , S2)=b | (S1 , S2) 7 c | (S1 , S2).
Case (ii). Take a=(1, 0) # T, b=(xV"H1, 0) # F and c=(1, xH2) # F. Then
a | (S1 , S2)=(xV"S1, xS2),
b | (S1 , S2)=(xV"(S1 2H1), xS2),
c | (S1 , S2)=(xV"S1, xS2 2H2).
Since we have now H1 S1 and H2 & S2=<, relations S1 $S1 2H1 and
S2 S2 2H2 again hold, and thus
a | (S1 , S2)=b | (S1 , S2) 7 c | (S1 , S2)
follows.
Case (iii). Consider a=(0, 1) # T, b=(0, xV"H2) # F and c=(xH1, 1) # F.
Case (iv). Consider a=(0, 0) # T, b=(xH1, 0) # F and c=(0, xH2) # F. K
5. THRESHOLD FUNCTIONS AND 2-MONOTONIC POSITIVE FUNCTIONS
An assignment A of binary values 0 or 1 to k variables xi1 , xi2 , ..., xik is called a
k-assignment and is denoted by
A=(xi1  a1 , xi2  a2 , ..., xik  ak),
where each of a1 , a2 , ..., ak is either 1 or 0. Let the complement of A, denoted by
A , represent the assignment obtained from A by complementing all the 1’s and 0’s
in A. For a function f of n variables and a k-assignment A,
fA= f(xi1  a1, xi2  a2, ..., xik  ak)
denotes the function of (n&k) variables obtained by fixing variables xi1 , xi2 , ..., xik
as specified by A. If either fA fA or fA fA hold for every k-assignment A, then
f is said to be k-comparable. If f is k-comparable for every k such that 1km,
then f is said to be m-monotonic. (For more detailed discussion on these topics, see
[22] for example.) In particular, f is 1-monotonic if f(xi  1) f (xi  0) or f(xi  1)
f(xi  0) holds for every i # [1, 2, ..., n]. A function f is positive if and only if f is
1-monotonic and f(xi  1) f(xi  0) holds for all i.
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Now consider a 2-assignment A=(xi  1, xj  0). If
fA fA (resp. fA> fA )
holds, this is denoted xi pf xj (resp., xi of xj). Variables xi and xj are said to be
comparable if either xi pf xj or xi Pf xj holds. When xi pf xj and xi Pf xj hold
simultaneously, it is denoted as xi rf xj . If f is 2-monotonic, this binary relation pf
over the set of variables is known to be a total preorder [22]. A 2-monotonic
positive function f of n variables is called regular (see Example 2(3) in Sect. 3) if
x1 pf x2 pf } } } pf xn . (10)
Any 2-monotonic positive function becomes regular by permuting variables. As
noted in Example 2 of Section 3, f is regular if and only if f (x) f ( y) holds for all
x, y # [0, 1]n with jk xjjk yj , k=1, 2, ..., n. The 2-monotonicity and related
concepts have been studied under various names in the field such as threshold logic
[22] and hypergraph theory [10].
The notion of 2-monotonicity was originally introduced in conjunction with
threshold functions (e.g., [22]), where a positive function f is threshold if there exist
n+1 nonnegative real numbers :1 , :2 , ..., :n and t such that
f (x)={1,0,
if  :ixit
if  :ixi<t.
As :i:j implies xi pf xj and :i=:j implies xi rf xj , a threshold function is always
2-monotonic, although the converse is not true [22].
Let us denote by CTH the class of threshold functions, and by C2M the class of
2-monotonic positive functions. It is easy to see that EXTENSION(CTH) can be
computed in polynomial time by using linear programming, and it is a myth that
BEST-FIT(CTH) is NP-hard, where the proofs can also be found in [2, 9].
Theorem 18. EXTENSION(CTH) can be solved in polynomial time, but
BEST-FIT(CTH) is NP-hard.
It is shown in Theorem 2 that EXTENSION for the class of regular function C< ,
i.e., 2-monotonic positive function with a fixed order (10), can be solved in polyno-
mial time. However, we have a negative theorem for C2M, for which the order p f
of variables is not specified.
Theorem 19. Problem EXTENSION(C2M) is NP-complete.
Proof. Since EXTENSION(C2M) is obviously in NP, it is enough to show that
a known NP-complete problem can be reduced to it. Let us consider n Boolean
variables x1 , ..., xn , and a cubic CNF
8(x)= 
m
k=1
(uk 6 vk 6 wk),
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where uk , vk , and wk are literals from the set L=[x1 , x 1 , ..., xn , x n]. The so called
3-SAT problem, i.e., deciding the existence of a binary vector y # [0, 1]n for which
8( y)=1, is one of the well known NP-complete problems (see [15]). We shall
associate to 8 a pdBf (T, F ) such that (T, F ) has a 2-monotonic extension if and
only if 3-SAT for 8 has a solution. This will prove our theorem.
To simplify notation, we shall use subsets of the set of all variables, instead of
their characteristic vectors; i.e., binary vectors will be interpreted as subsets and
Boolean functions will be interpreted as 01 valued set functions. Let W=
[1, 2, ..., 2m], where m is the number of clauses in 8. To every clause
(uk 6vk 6 wk), we associate two subsets Ak and Bk of L _ W,
Ak=[uk , vk , wk] _ [k, 2m+1&k],
Bk=[u k , v k , w k] _ [k, 2m+1&k].
Let us then define the pdBf (T, F ) of N variables, where N=2n+2m, by
T=[Ak | k=1, ..., m],
F=[Bk | k=1, ..., m].
Let us recall from Section 3 that a pdBf has an extension in a transitive class if
and only if no true point is below a false point in the given transitive relation. As
is obvious from Example 2 (3) and the discussion in this section, the strength order
pf over N variables of a 2-monotonic function f induces a transitive relation <f
on the set of binary vectors; i.e., if xi1 pf xi2 pf } } } pf xiN , then a<f b for vectors
a, b # [0, 1]N is defined by jk aijjk bij for k=1, 2, ..., N. Based on this
observation, in the following, we reformulate the problem of 2-monotonic extension
as the problem of finding an appropriate linear order of variables.
Now let us consider linear orderings of the set L _ W, i.e., permutations, which
we shall represent as mappings ? from L _ W to the set of indices [1, 2, ...,
2n+2m]. For a subset IL _ W and for any element u # L _ W, call
I(u)=[v # I | ?(v)?(u)]
the initial segment of I with respect to u. Every permutation ? induces a transitive
relation <? over the set of subsets, as follows: For subsets I, JL _ W, denote
I <? J if |I(u)||J(u)| for every u # L _ W.
The relation <? defines a partial order on the subsets of L _ W. Furthermore, <?
is a total preorder over the set of singletons, which for simplicity we shall denote
up? v for u, v # L _ W instead of [u]<?[v]; i.e., u?(1) p? u?(2) p? } } } p? u?(N) .
From the argument in Example 2(3) of Section 3 and in this section, it follows that
a Boolean function f : 2L _ W [ [0, 1] is 2-monotonic with respect the order defined
by ? if f (I ) f (J) holds whenever I <? J.
From this, we have the next lemma.
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Lemma 2. Given subsets F and T of 2L _ W (recall that we interpret Boolean vec-
tors as subsets in this section), the pdBf (T, F ) has a 2-monotonic extension if and
only if there exists a permutation ? such that I <3 ? J whenever I # F and J # T.
We are ready now to prove our claim that the pdBf (T, F ) associated to 8 has
a 2-monotonic extension if and only if the Boolean equation 8( y)=1 has a solu-
tion. Let us assume first that there is a 2-monotonic extension f of (T, F ), and let
pf denote its strength order on the set L _ W. Let us define a binary vector
y # [0, 1]n by
yj={10
if xj pf x j
if x j of xj ,
and show that this y satisfies 8( y)=1. For if not, that is, if there exists a clause
(uk 6vk 6 wk), which is 0, then u k pf uk , v k pf vk and w k pf wk are all implied by
the definition of y, and hence Bk<f Ak would follow, contradicting the fact that f
is a 2-monotonic extension of (T, F ).
For the converse direction, let us consider a binary vector y # [0, 1]n which
satisfies 8( y)=1. Then introduce the unique linear order o over the elements of
L _ W defined by the following relations:
(i) io j for i, j # W if i< j;
(ii) uo i for u # L and i # W;
(iii) xi oxj , x i oxj , xi ox j and x i ox j for 1i< jn;
(iv) xi ox i if yi=1 (and x i oxi if yi=0) for 1in.
Let us denote the permutation defined by this linear order o as ? (i.e., vow if
and only if ?(v)<?(w)). We claim that for this permutation ?, there is no true
point Ak # T and false point Bl # F for which Bl <? Ak holds, implying by Lemma 2
the existence of a 2-monotonic extension f of (T, F ). To this end, let us consider an
arbitrary true point Ak # T and a false point Bl # F. If k<l, then |Ak &
(L _ [1, ..., k])|>|Bl & (L _ [1, ..., k])|, implying thus Bl <3 ? Ak . Similarly, if k>l,
then we have |Ak & (L _ [1, ..., 2m+1&k])|>|Bl & (L _ [1, ..., 2m+1&k])|,
implying yet again that Bl <3 ? Ak . Finally, if k=l and Bl <? Ak , then u k ouk ,
v k ovk and w k owk are all implied; thus by (iv) above uk 6vk 6wk=0 would
follow, contradicting the fact that 8( y)=1.
The completes the proof of the theorem. K
6. DUAL-COMPARABLE FUNCTIONS
Let us recall that a Boolean function f is self-dual if f d= f, where the dual f d of
f is defined by f d(x)= f (x ). The function is dual-minor if f d f, and is dual-major
if f d f. Let CSD , CDMI and CDMA denote the corresponding classes of self-dual,
dual-minor, and dual-major functions, respectively. Analogously, let C+SD , C
+
DMI
and C+DMA denote the classes of self-dual, dual-minor, and dual-major positive func-
tions, respectively.
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Theorem 20. The problems EXTENSION(C+SD), EXTENSION(C
+
DMI) and
EXTENSION(C+DMA) can be solved in polynomial time.
Proof. First, by using the algorithm in the proof of Theorem 1, let us check
whether (T, F ) has a positive extension in O(n |T | |F | ) time including the time to
answer |T | |F | queries to . If there is no positive extension of the pdBf (T, F ),
then obviously, (T, F ) cannot have an extension in any of the above classes.
EXTENSION(C+SD). As it is noted in Section 2, a function is self-dual if and
only if exactly one of a and a belongs to T( f ) for every a # [0, 1]n. When f is
positive, this is equivalent to saying that [v | va]T( f ) an [v | va ]F( f )
hold for every a # T( f ), and [v | vb]F( f ) and [v | vb ]T( f ) hold for every
b # F( f ). It can be shown (e.g., [5]) that this condition can be fulfilled (i.e., the
pdBf has an extension in C+SD) if and only if, for each a # T, there is no a$ # T such
that a$a , and, for each b # F, there is no b$ # F such that b$b . These conditions
can be tested in O(n( |T | 2+|F | 2)) time, and therefore, the total time is
O(n( |T | 2+|T | |F |+|F | 2))=O(n max(|T | 2, |F | 2)).
EXTENSION(C+DMI). Note that f is a positive dual-minor function if and
only if [v | va]T( f ) and [v | va ]F( f ) hold for every a # T( f ). Therefore,
a pdBf (T, F ) has an extension f # C+DMI if and only if, for each a # T, there is no
a$ # T such that a$a . The latter condition can be tested in O(n |T | 2) time. There-
fore, the total time is O(n |T |( |T |+|F | )).
EXTENSION(C+DMA). Similarly to the case of C
+
DMI , a pdBf (T, F ) has an
extension f # C+DMA if and only if, for each b # F, there is no b$ # F such that b$b .
The condition can be tested in O(n |F | 2) time. Therefore, the total time is
O(n |F | ( |F |+ |T | )). K
Theorem 21. The problems BEST-FIT(CSD), BEST-FIT(CDMI) and BEST-
FIT(CDMA) can be solved in polynomial time.
Proof. BEST-FIT(CSD). For every pair of a, a # T (resp., a, a # F ), exactly one
of a and a must be misclassified, i.e., any f # CSD satisfies
=( f ) :
w(a)=w(a ) and a1=0
a : a, a # T"F,
w(a)<w(a ) or
w(a)+ :
w(b)=w(b ) and b1=0
b : b, b # F"F,
w(b)<w(b ) or
w(b)+ :
c # T & F
w(c). (11)
Let us then define
a # T and a  T, or
a # T"F and a  T"F, or
a, a # T"F and w(a)>w(a ), or
T $={a } a, a # T"F, w(a)=w(a ) and a1=1, or= ,a, a # F"T and w(a)<w(a ), ora, a # F"T, w(a)=w(a ) and a1=1, or
a, a # T & F and a1=1
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and let F $=(T _ F )"T $. The clearly, for every a # T $ (resp., b # F $), we have a  T $
(resp., a  F $). Thus, the function f defined by
f (a)={1, if
a # T $ or a # F $ or
a, a  T $ _ F $ and a1=1
0, otherwise
satisfies f # CSD and its error size satisfies (11) with equality.
BEST-FIT(CDMI). For every pair a, a # T, at least one of a and a must be
misclassified by any dual-minor function; i.e., f # CDMI satisfies
=( f ) :
w(a)=w(a ) and a1=0
a : a, a # T"F, w(a)<w(a ) or
w(a)+ :
c # T & F
w(c). (12)
Let us define
a, a # T"F, and either w(a)<w(a ) or w(a)=w(a ) and a1=0, or
T $=T"{a } a # T & F and a # T"F, or = ,a, a # T & F and a1=0
and f by
f (a)={1,0,
if a # T $
otherwise.
Then f belongs to CDMI and its error size satisfies (12) with equality.
BEST-FIT(CDMA). For every pair a, a # F, at least one of a and a must be
misclassified by a dual-major function; i.e., f # CDMI satisfies
=( f ) :
w(b)=w(b ) and b1=1
b : b, b # F"T, w(b)<w(b ) or
w(b)+ :
c # T & F
w(c). (13)
Let
b, b # F"T, and either w(b)<w(b ) or w(b)=w(b ) and b1=1, or
F $=F"{b } b # T & F for which b # F"T, or =b, b # T & F and b1=1
and let f be defined by
f (b)={0,1,
if b # F $
otherwise.
Then this f belongs to CDMA and its error size satisfies (13) with equality. K
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Theorem 22. The problem BEST-FIT(C+SD) is NP-hard.
Proof. Let G=(V, E) be a graph with |V|=n, and let
mc(G)= max
x # [0, 1]n
:
(i, j) # E
(xi x j+x i xj);
i.e., mc(G) is the size of a maximum cut in G. The problem of computing mc(G) is
known to be NP-hard [15]. We create a copy V$ of V; i.e., V$=[i $ | i # V], where
V & V$=<, and define T, F[0, 1]2n as
T=[a[i, j $]=x[i, j $], a[i $, j]=x[i $, j] | (i, j) # E]
F=[bi=x(V"[i]) _ [i $], bi $=x(V$"[i $]) _ [i] | i # V],
where xA denotes the characteristic vector of a set A. Let w(a)=1 for all vectors
a # T _ F. Note that |T |=2 |E|, |F |=2 |V| and bi $=b i.
Let us consider now a positive self-dual function f on the 2n variables V _ V$.
The function f must misclassify exactly one of bi and bi $(=b i) for each i # V, and
thus f makes exactly n errors for F. Let us define x* # [0, 1]n by
x*i ={1,0,
if f (bi)=1
if f (bi $)=1.
Now, if f (a[i, j $])=1 for some (i, j) # E, then f (bi $)= f (b j)=1 since a[i, j $]bi $ and
a[i, j $]b j. Thus x *i x*j =1. Similarly, f (a[i $, j])=1 implies x*i x *j =1. Hence, f can
correctly classify at most (i, j) # E (x*i x *j +x *i x*j ) vectors in T; i.e.,
=( f )n+2 |E|& max
x* # [0, 1]n
:
(i, j) # E
(x*i x *j +x *i x*j )=n+2 |E|&mc(G).
Conversely, let x* # [0, 1]n be a vector satisfying (i, j) # E (x*i x *j +x ix*j )=mc(G),
and let
T $=[a[i, j] | x *i x*j =1, (i, j) # E] _ [a[i $, j] | x*i x *j =1, (i, j) # E]
_ [bi | x*i =1, i # V] _ [bi $ | x*i =0, i # V]
F $=(T _ F )"T $.
Then (T $, F $) has a positive self-dual extension f * as obvious from the proof of
Theorem 20, and this f * satisfies =( f *)=n+2 |E|&mc(G). K
Theorem 23. The problems BEST-FIT(C+DMI) and BEST-FIT(C
+
DMA) are both
NP-hard.
Proof. Let us consider first BEST-FIT(C+DMI): Let G=(V, E) be a graph with
|V|=n, and let Wi , i # V be subsets with |Wi |=n&1, Wi & V=<, and
Wi & Wj=< for i{ j. We have |V _ i # V Wi |=n+n(n&1)=n2. Let us construct
subsets T, F[0, 1]n2 as follow.
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T=[xAi | Ai=[i] _ Wi , i # V] _ [xBij | Bij=[i] _ (Wi"[ j]), i # V, j # Wi]
F={xCi | Ci=N(i) _ .j{i Wj , i # V=,
where N(i) denotes the neighborhood of i # V in G (we define i  N(i)). Let w(a)=1
for all vectors a # T _ F. Then we have the following relations between the vectors
in T _ F andor their complements:
(1) x Bijx AixCi for any i # V and j # Wi .
(2) xCixAkxBkj for any k # N(i) and j # Wk .
We now show below that minf # C+DMI =( f )<n(K+1) holds if and only if
{(G)K(<n), where {(G) denotes the size of a minimum vertex cover of G. This
proves the NP-hardness of BEST-FIT(C+DMI).
Let us consider a function f # C+DMI , and let
S1=[i # V | f (xCi)=1]
S2=[i # V | f (xAi)=0].
The positive dual-minority of f and x AixCi (i.e., xAix Ci) imply S1 S2 . Also
f (xAi)=0 implies f (xBij)=0 for all j # Wi , since f is positive. Therefore,
=( f )|S1 |+|S2 |+(n&1) |S2 |=|S1 |+n |S2 |.
Then we show that S2 is a vertex cover of G. For if S2 is not a vertex cover of G,
we choose (i, j) # E such that [i, j] & S2=< (i.e., f (xAi)= f (xAj)=1). Then
[i, j] & S1=<, that is, f (xCi)= f (xCj)=0 by S1 S2 . However, xCixAj of the
above property (2) contradicts the positive of f. Since S2 is a vertex cover, if
{(G)K+1, then
=( f )|S1 |+n |S2 |n(K+1).
For the converse direction, let CV be a vertex cover of G with |C|K (i.e.,
{(G)K), and define
F $=(F"[xCi | i # C]) _ [xAi | i # C] _ [xBij | i # C, j # Wi]
T $=(T _ F )"F $.
Then the pdBf (T $, F $) has a positive dual-minor extension f $ (see the proof of
Theorem 20), and thus =( f $)|C|+|C|+(n&1) |C|(n+1) K<n(K+1).
The case of BEST-FIT(C+DMA) is dual to BEST-FIT(C
+
DMI); it can be shown to
be NP-hard by using the instance (T d=[b | b # F], F d=[a | a # T]) constructed
from the above instance (T, F ). K
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7. DECOMPOSABLE FUNCTIONS
Let V=[x1 , x2 , ..., xn] denote the set of Boolean variables. For a vector
a # [0, 1]n and for a subset SV of the variables, let a[S] denote the projection
of a on S, i.e., the vector restricted to the variables in S. For instance, if a=
(1011100), b=(0010011), and S=[x2 , x3 , x5], then a[S]=(011) and b[S]=(010).
To simplify notation, for a Boolean function h depending only on variables of
SV, we write h(S) instead of h(x[S]). A function f is called F0(S0 , F1(S1),
F2(S2), ..., Fk(Sk))-decomposable if there are functions g, hi , i=1, 2, ..., k, satisfying
(i) hi depends only on variables in Si , i=1, ..., k,
(ii) g depends on the variables in S0 and on the binary values hi (Si) for
i=1, ..., k, (i.e., g: [0, 1] |S0|+k  [0, 1]),
(iii) f =g(S0 , h1(S1), h2(S2), ..., hk(Sk)).
Let us note that S0 , S1 , ..., Sk are not necessarily assumed to be disjoint and that
it is also possible that some of these subsets are equal; e.g., S1=S2 . Also, a function
f is called positive F0(S0 , F1(S1), F2(S2), ..., Fk(Sk))-decomposable if f is F0(S0 , F1(S1),
F2(S2), ..., Fk(Sk))-decomposable and functions g, hi , i=1, 2, ..., k are all positive.
In this paper, we only consider the following fundamental classes of decom-
posable functions.
CF0(S0, F1(S1)) : class of F0(S0 , F1(S1))-decomposable functions,
C+F0(S0, F1(S1)) : class of positive F0(S0 , F1(S1))-decomposable functions.
It is known [7] that EXTENSION(CF0(S0, F1(S1))) and EXTENSION(C
+
F0(S0, F1(S1))
)
can be solved in polynomial time. However, we have the negative results for best-fit
extension.
Theorem 24. The problem BEST-FIT(CF0(S0, F1(S1))) is NP-hard.
Proof. Let G=(V, E) be a graph, where V=[1, 2, ..., |V|] and an undirected
edge (i, j) # E is always represented by an ordered pair such that i< j, without loss
of generality. Let ;(G) be the cardinality of the smallest subset E$E such that
G$=(V, E"E$ ) is bipartite. Then |E|&;(G) is the size of a maximum cut in G;
hence the problem of obtaining ;(G) is known to be NP-hard [15].
Let |S0 |=Wlog |E|X and |S1 |=Wlog |V|X , and assume S0 & S1=,. Let xij #
[0, 1] |S0| be pairwise distinct binary vectors defined for (i, j) # E, and let yi # [0, 1] |S1|
be pairwise distinct binary vectors for i # V. Define T, F[0, 1]( |S0|+|S1| ) as follows.
T=[(xij, yi) | (i, j) # E]
F=[(xij, y j) | (i, j) # E].
Let w(a)=1 for all vectors a # T _ F. We claim that, for this pdBf (T, F ), it holds
min
f # CF0(S0 , F1(S1))
=( f )=;(G).
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Let us consider first a subset E$E such that |E$|=;(G), for which
G$=(V1 _ V2 , E"E$ ) is the resulting bipartite graph, where (V1 , V2) is a partition
of V such that every edge (i, j) # E"E$ is between V1 and V2 . Let
T $=[(xij, yi) | (i, j) # E"E$]
F $=(T _ F )"T $,
and define h(S1) by h( yi)=1 if i # V1 , 0 if i # V2 . Then it is easy to see that no pair
of vectors (x, y) # T $ and (x$, y$) # F $ satisfy (x, h( y))=(x$, h( y$)). This implies that
(T $, F $) has an extension f # CF0(S0, F1(S1)) [7]. This f satisfies =( f )=|F $ & T |=
|E$|=;(G).
For the converse direction, let f =g(S0 , h1(S1)) # CF(S0, F1(S1)) be any decom-
posable function, and let
Ef=[(i, j) # E | f (xij, yi)=1, f (xij, y j)=0].
Then these vectors (xij, yi) and (xij, y j) with (i, j) # Ef are correctly classified, but,
for any (i, j) # E"Ef , at least one of (xij, yi) and (xij, y j) is misclassified. If we
regard h( yk) as one of the two colors assigned to vertex k, then the above definition
of Ef says that yi and y j corresponding to an edge (i, j) # Ef have different colors;
hence, Gf=(V, Ef) is bipartite. Thus =( f )|E"Ef |;(G). K
Theorem 25. The problem BEST-FIT(C+F0(S0, F1(S1))) is NP-hard.
Proof. Let G=(V, E) be a graph, and let n=|V|. Let H=[Hi | i # V] be a
Sperner family of subsets of S0 (i.e., no i{ j satisfy Hi $Hj or Hj $Hi), where we
assume S0 & V=, and |S0 |O(Wlog nX). Let S1=V and define T, F
[0, 1]( |S0|+|S1| ) as follows:
T=[(xHi, y[i]) | Hi # H, i # V]
F=[(xHi, yN(i)) | Hi # H, i # V],
where xA (resp., yB) denotes the characteristic vector over the set S0 (resp., S1), and
N(i) is the neighborhood of i in G, for which i  N(i) is assumed. Let, furthermore,
w(a)=1 for all vectors a # T _ F. We claim that, for this pdBf (T, F ), it holds
min
f # C
+
F0(S0 , F1(S1))
=( f )={(G),
where {(G) is the size of a minimum vertex cover of G. Let us consider first a vertex
cover CV with |C|={(G), and let
T $=[(xHi, y[i]) | Hi # H, i # V"C]
F $=(T _ F)"T $.
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Define a positive function h(S1) such that h( y[i])=1 if i # V"C, 0 if i # C, and
h( yN(i))=0 for all i # V"C. Such an h exists since i # V"C implies j # C for all
j # N(i), and hence N(i)C (i.e., y[i] for i # V"C, and yN(i $) for i $ # V"C satisfy
neither y[i] yN(i $) nor yN(i $) y[i]). This then implies that there is no pair of vec-
tors (x, y) # T $ and (x$, y$) # F $ such that (x, h( y))(x$, h( y$)), since H is a
Sperner family, and by Theorem 1, (T $, F $) has an extension fC # C+F0(S0, F1(S1)) . This
fC satisfies =( fC)=|F $ & T |=|C|={(G).
For the converse direction, let us consider any f # C+F0(S0, F1(S1)) , and let
W=[i # V | f =g(xHi, h1( y[i]))=1, f= g(xHi, h1( yN(i)))=0].
Then, by the positivity of g, h1( y[i])=1 and h1( yN(i))=0 must hold for all i # W.
Then W is a stable set of G (i.e., V"W is a vertex cover), since h1( yN(i))=0 implies
h1( y[ j])=0 for all j # N(i) by the positivity of h1 . Now it is easy to see that
=( f )|V"W|{(G). K
8. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have considered error-free and best-fit extensions of partially
defined Boolean functions. In Table 1, we summarize the complexity of EXTEN-
SION(C) and BEST-FIT(C) for those classes C considered in this paper. There are
many open problems left for future research, such as considering error-free and
best-fit extensions of other classes and finding an optimal extension (according to
a certain criterion) among all extensions if a pdBf (T, F ) is known to have an exten-
sion. Finally, as the two problems EXTENSION and BEST-FIT are very basic and
have many potential real-world applications, it would be important to improve
efficiency of the algorithms for polynomially solvable cases, and to develop efficient
heuristic algorithms for NP-hard cases.
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